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The Loomatic's Interactive Guide to the Rainbow Loom

2013

this interactive guide will teach you how to make 50 bracelets and accessories on the rainbow loom r the book contains detailed
instructions using photos and diagrams in addition it uses qr codes to take you to youtube videos for a complete interactive experience

Silk Roads and Shadows

1988

when a blight threatens byzantium s silk industry alexandra the sister of the emperor journeys across tibet to the empire of ch in in hopes
of smuggling live silkworms back to byzantium

Stranger Suns

2014-04-01

the orbiting tachyon detector was designed by physicist juan obrion to identify life in other star systems but even though he expected to
find some signs of life he certainly didn t expect to find any life on earth when obrion discovers that a culture has been concealed for
many years far below antarctica he ventures out as part of a four man team to explore the unknown juan lena malachi and magnus are
awestruck when they discover a myriad of portals to parallel lands but the maze they fall into makes them wonder if their journey will
ever come to an end

Letters to Star Trek

1977

are we the masters of our own minds or are there other powers on earth stronger than we capable of controlling our thoughts and
actions by long distance suggestion the transcendent man is a novel about a very possible future ruled by a dictatorship more effective
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than any before because the dictators only weapon is invisible an enormous and irrevocable power over men s minds jerry sohl
undoubtedly possesses one of the most imaginative minds of our day houston post jerry sohl is the acclaimed writer for star trek the
twilight zone the outer limits alfred hitchcock presents and scores more scripts and novels read the transcendent man today and save
the future

The Transcendent Man

2017-01-26

alacrity fitzhugh a young space adventurer is blackmailed into taking hobart floyt a minor terran bureaucrat to claim a mysterious
inheritance from a wealthy interstellar empire

Requiem for a Ruler of Worlds

1985

a contemporary couple journeys back in time to ancient ireland in this delightful fantasy by the author of tea with the black dragon
john thornburn is an artist mild mannered and nonviolent to make ends meet he teaches some courses in celtic design and although his
background is half micmac indian he lives in ireland for two reasons his far more confrontational and warrior like girlfriend derval o
keane and his fascination with the beautiful illuminated manuscript known as the book of kells but he s about to take a journey to a far
more distant place one that he could not have imagined along with derval john will find himself in an ancient celtic realm where a viking
attack begs to be avenged and a fantastic and sometimes terrifying adventure awaits from a master of magical fantasy the author of
the damiano trilogy and a winner of the john w campbell award this is a tale of warriors love danger and irish history that will cast a
spell on anyone who dreams of discovering treasures in long lost worlds

The Book of Kells

2014-04-01

kane the mystic swordsman encounters an ancient cult of evil the cruel cult of sataki has come to life again and orted ak ceddi a daring
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outlaw is its prophet orted knows he must have a powerful cavalry to launch a new drive and kane is the man who can command the
conquest but kane intends no final victory for the forces of darkness he intends to rule the earth himself

Dark Crusade

2014-05-29

an air force loadmaster is menaced by strange sounds within his cargo a man is asked to track down a childhood friend who died years
earlier doomed pioneers forge a path westward as a young mother discovers her true nature an alcoholic strikes a dangerous bargain
with a gregarious stranger urban explorers delve into a ruined book depository finding more than they anticipated residents of a rural
wisconsin town defend against a legendary monster a woman wracked by survivor s guilt is haunted by the ghosts of a tragic crash a
detective strives to solve the mystery of a dismembered girl an orphan returns to a wicked witch s candy house a group of smugglers
find themselves buried to the necks in sand an unanticipated guest brings doom to a high class party a teacher attempts to lead his
students to safety as the world comes to an end around them what frightens us what unnerves us what causes that delicious shiver
of fear to travel the lengths of our spines it seems the answer changes every year every year the bar is raised the screw is tightened
ellen datlow knows what scares us the twenty one stories and poems included in this anthology were chosen from magazines webzines
anthologies literary journals and single author collections to represent the best horror of the year legendary editor ellen datlow poe
new tales inspired by edgar allan poe winner of multiple hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards joins night shade books in
presenting the best horror of the year volume one

The Best Horror of the Year

2009-10-01

a science fiction novel of revenge and retribution set against a background of galactic civilisations

The Ring of Ritornel

2015-07-30
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guide to the identification of the more common invertebrate animals found in the shallower waters of the atlantic coast from nova
scotia to cape hatteras

Exiles of Time

1949

struggling to survive an existence of enforced slavery the people of kundala are slowly dying however only one man is destined to
wield the awesome power of the pearl his name is achaea to fulfil his destiny he must be reborn his spirit fused into the body of a young
kundalini girl riane

The Ring of Five Dragons

2002-07-14

snodgrass pens the first of a two book series a provocative thriller about the eternal battle between science and superstition

The Edge of Reason

2009-06-02

entered by a thousand unsuspected gateways built by a race lost in the clouds of time well world transforms creatures of any sort
into different forms so spacefarer nathan brazil is not surprised to find himself accompanied by a batman an amorous female centaur and
a mermaid as he sets out on his strange mission yet nathan brazil s own metamorphosis is more terrifying than any of the others and with
the gradual return of his memory comes the secret of the well world

Midnight at the Well of Souls

2013-03-29
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musaicum books presents the musaicum christmas specials we have selected the greatest christmas novels short stories and fairy tales
for this joyful and charming holiday season for all those who want to keep the spirit of christmas alive with a heartwarming tale
ronny west goes off to africa by himself to research his next novel leaving his wife helen in england unaware that she is pregnant ronnie
is due to return around christmas but on the way he stops off in leipzig where he meets one of helen s cousins aubrey a bad guy who had
once proposed to her aubrey finds helen s letter in which she notifies ronnie of giving birth to their child and hides it from ronnie trying to
keep him away from going back home to her

The Upas Tree (Musaicum Christmas Specials)

2020-12-17

sulien ap gwien is seventeen years old when the jarnish invasion begins and strong enough to match any one of their raiders in battle but
when they do come she finds herself unarmed and at their mercy as she watches her attackers walk away from where she lies bound she
vows revenge with the land around her disintegrating and no help forthcoming sulien rides out in search of king urdo a young ruler
fighting to create unity in a country where there is none what follows is the beginning of an alliance that will shape the course of
history in tir tanagiri as well as the rest of sulien s life praise for the trilogy walton writes with an authenticity that never loses
heart a rare combination she can dig down to a true vein of legend and hammer out gold robin hobb the people the politics the details of
warfare and daily life all ring as true as the steel sword the heroine wields so doughtily this is much more than a retooling of the
matter of britain it is a fully imagined living magical world delia sherman beautiful and thought provoking walton tells a story set in
a world and a history almost like ours but different enough to be in itself a kind of elvenland poul anderson head and shoulders and
sword arm above most fantasy like a lost memoir from the dark age of a subtly different history tough and unsentimental and all the
more touching for that ken macleod

The King's Peace

2013-03-14

in this debut novel acclaimed short story author tim pratt delivers an exciting heroine with a hidden talent and a secret duty witty and
suspenseful here is a contemporary love song to the west that was won and the myths that shape us as night manager of santa cruz s
quirkiest coffeehouse marzi mccarty makes a mean espresso but her first love is making comics her claim to fame the strange adventures
of rangergirl a cowpunk neo western yarn striding through an urban frontier peopled by marzi s wild imagination rangergirl doles out her
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own brand of justice but lately marzi s imagination seems to be altering her reality she s seeing the world through rangergirl s eyes
literally complete with her deadly nemesis the outlaw it all started when marzi opened a hidden door in the coffeehouse storage room
there imprisoned among the supplies she saw the face of something unknown and dangerous and she unwittingly became its guard but some
primal darkness must ve escaped because marzi hasn t been the same since and neither have her customers who are acting downright
apocalyptic now it s up to marzi to stop this supervillainous superforce that s swaggered its way into her world for marzi it s the
showdown of her life for rangergirl it s just another day

The Strange Adventures of Rangergirl

2005-11-29

far out on the frozen outer limits of the thranx humanx commonwealth on the permafrosted plant of tran ky ky lay the chilly trading
outpost of brass monkey inward bound on the interstellar transport antares ethan frome fortune space travelling salesman with a
neat line in perfumes jewelled knick knacks and up market gadgetry ran into grizzled galactic hell raiser skua september for the first time
kidnapped knocked unconscious and crash landed all quite accidentally they were about to find out that life on the sub zero wasteland
was full of incident bored they would not be dead they might well be particularly if sagyanak chief of the nomadic horde could lay
hands on them the great adventure has just begun and early retirement was not an option

Icerigger

2012-11-30

our solar system locked in a force field and towed to an uninhabited parallel universe occupies its time when not trying to escape at a
shopping center the size of a planet

Mallworld

1984

the first book of a bold and hugely anticipated new ya trilogy by the phenomenal kelley armstrong now in paperback in the forest of the
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dead where the empire s worst criminals are exiled twin sisters moria and ashyn are charged with a dangerous task for they are the keeper
and the seeker and each year they must quiet the enraged souls of the damned only this year the souls will not be quieted ambushed and
separated by an ancient evil the sisters journey to find each other sends them far from the only home they ve ever known accompanied by
a stubborn imperial guard and a dashing condemned thief the girls cross a once empty wasteland now filled with reawakened monsters of
legend as they travel to warn the emperor but a terrible secret awaits them at court one that will alter the balance of their world
forever

Sea of Shadows

2015-04-07

the mathematics of magic was probably the greatest discovery of the ages at least professor harold shea thought so with the proper
equations he could instantly transport himself back in time to all the wondrous lands of ancient legend but slips in time were a hazard
and shea s magic did not always work at least not quite as he expected the incomplete enchanter is the first in l sprague de camp and
fletcher pratt s much loved compleat enchanter series

The Incomplete Enchanter

2011-09-29

archaeologist turned looter matthew carse is flung back in mars history by the sword of a fallen god where he allies with the sea kings
and their psychic allies against the tyrannical people of the serpent

The Sword of Rhiannon

2009-05-12

sent back in time to record a speech by abraham lincoln ben steward learns that he has been transported twice on two consecutive days
and that his double still exists in the same time zone reprint nyt
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The Lincoln Hunters

1992-01-01

a retelling of the mabinogion in novel form manawydon finally unites with rhiannon an aspect of the goddess but his happiness is shaken
by the appearance of the gray man who seeks vengeance against the living and especially against one who would claim the goddess

The Song of Rhiannon

1992-09-01

london 1861 sir richard francis burton explorer linguist scholar and swordsman his reputation tarnished his career in tatters his
former partner missing and probably dead algernon charles swinburne unsuccessful poet and follower of de sade for whom pain is
pleasure and brandy is ruin their investigations lead them to one of the defining events of the age and the terrifying possibility that the
world they inhabit shouldn t exist at all

The Strange Affair of Spring Heeled Jack

2010-09-15

world enough and time is the first book of this spellbinding action adventure trilogy in a post apocalyptic world 200 years from now
humans are a dying species when joshua s wife is kidnapped by a griffin and a vampire he and his comrades a centaur and an android set out
to rescue her across a surreal landscape filled with seemingly mythological creatures but the explanation for the existence of these
beasts is based in science and informed by nightmare and the odyssey isn t over until they confront the evil cabal whose goal is nothing
less than the extinction of the human race

World Enough, and Time

2012
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